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Abstract This paper analyzes the effect of random
phase shifts in the underlying clock signals on the oper-
ation of several basic Quantum-dot Cellular Automata
(QCA) building blocks. Such phase shifts can result
from manufacturing variations or from uneven path
lengths in the clocking network. We perform numerical
simulations of basic building blocks using two different
simulation engines available in the QCADesigner tool.
We assume that the phase shifts are characterized by a
Gaussian distribution with a mean value of i π

2 , where
i is the clock number and a standard deviation, σ ,
which is varied in each simulation. Our results indicate
that the sensitivity of building blocks to phase shifts
depends primarily on the layout while the reliability
of all building blocks starts to drop once the standard
deviation, σ exceeds 4◦. A full adder was simulated to
analyze the operation of a circuit featuring a combi-
nation of the building blocks considered here. Results
are consistent with expectations and demonstrate that
the carry output of the full adder is better able to
withstand the phase shifts in the clocking network than
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the Sum output which features a larger combination of
the simulated building blocks.
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1 Introduction

The feature size of conventional field-effect transis-
tors (FET) has been consistently decreasing in an
attempt to increase device density and operating fre-
quency of computing circuits. Today, transistors with
gate lengths below 50 nm are fabricated and exhibit
excellent electrical characteristics [5]. This trend has
resulted in an exponential growth in the integration
level of electronic chips captured in the well known
Moore’s law [25]. The architectural and fundamental
limits to this growth have been revised several times
to account for new technologies. Novel technological
concepts based on nano-devices and nano-electronics
are projected to play a significant role in future systems
[8, 30]. Quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) is a
paradigm in which an array of cells, each electrostat-
ically interacting with its neighbors, is employed in a
locally interconnected manner to implement general
purpose digital circuits [13]. Research into a physi-
cal realization of QCA using coupled quantum dots
[1, 2, 16, 18, 27, 32, 34], nanomagnets [4, 10–12, 28, 40],
or various molecular structures [14, 15, 19–23, 29] is
ongoing. In practice, a system to clock individual cells
is required for QCA operation, this involves additional
wiring for clock distribution and field generation. While
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Fig. 1 a The four phases of
the QCA clock used to
control information flow in
the QCA circuit.
b Implementation of clock
waveform in QCADesigner
as a clipped sinusoid
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defect tolerance and testing of QCA circuits has been
addressed in the past [24, 31, 33], little attention has
been paid to variations in the required clock network
and its implications on QCA circuit operation. A com-
prehensive review of QCA can be found in [36–38].

We employ “zone clocking” in this paper, where all
the cells in a design are grouped into one of four avail-
able clocking zones; each cell in a particular clocking
zone is connected to one of the four available phases of
the QCA clock shown in Fig. 1a.

The clock signals act to pump information through-
out the circuit as a result of the successive latching
and unlatching of cells connected to the different clock
phases. Cells latch to a polarization, P, that is driven
by the state of neighboring cells and the strength of the
electrostatic interaction to those cells [17]. Within the
zone clocking scheme, each group of cells connected to
a particular phase of the clock can be considered as a
D-latch [39]. When the clock value is low, the cells in
that clocking zone will become latched (i.e., switch to
P = ±1) and hold their value until the clock is relaxed
(or unlatched), at which point the cell will have P =
0 and remain in this state until the clock returns to
its low value once again, independent of changes in
the polarization of cells in neighboring clocking zones.
An example of a binary wire using zone clocking is
shown in Fig. 2, where the different clocking zones are
represented with different shades of gray. We will use

C0 C1 C2 C3 C0 C1 C2 C3

Data Flow

IN OUT

D0 D1 D2 D3 D0 D1 D2 D3IN OUT

Fig. 2 QCA wire shown with cells and schematic representa-
tion. C0, C1, C2, C3 are the four phases of the clock. Each of
the clocking zones maps to a numbered D-latch in the circuit
representation

this gray scale to represent the different clocking zones
throughout this paper.

2 Contribution

In this paper, we present the results of numerical sim-
ulations of QCA building blocks in the presence of
random phase variations in the individual clock signals.
It is well known that process variations in thickness,
alignment, and width do occur in deep sub-micron con-
ventional technologies. These can lead to unexpected
variations in resistance, capacitance, and inductance
[26]. Clock trees and networks used for field generation
and switching in QCA circuits are susceptible to such
variations, particularly because of high-speed switching
and aggressive scaling of clock lines due to the inher-
ently small size of QCA cells. The current simulation
tools enable us to explore the effect of clock phase on
the correct operation of QCA circuitry to determine
how sensitive these circuits are to these phases. These
results will enable us to develop upper bounds on ac-
ceptable phase variations which can be used to assess
the feasibility of the QCA paradigm.

3 Method

In this section, we present our method of characterizing
the different QCA building blocks. The goal of the
simulations is to reproduce a random variation in the
phase of the clock signals delivered to the different
clocking zones and to evaluate its impact on the func-
tional behavior of the building blocks. The simulation
algorithm is summarized as follows:

1. For each of the QCA building blocks considered
in this work, we generate simulation results for the
circuit without introducing any phase shifts. The
output traces of these simulations are first digitized
and then used to automatically compare against
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simulations with phase shifts in order to determine
if the circuits continue to operate correctly.

2. A batch simulation with 1,000 samples is executed
using a random variable, X, to represent the pos-
sible phase shifts. The random variable X is char-
acterized by a Gaussian probability distribution
function with mean value μ = i π

2 , where i is the
clock number and standard deviation, σ .

3. The percentage of successful circuits is recorded.
Success is judged based on the ability of the simu-
lated circuit to reproduce the digitized output trace
from step 1.

4. Step 2 is repeated for increasing values of σ .

Our objective is to obtain the percentage of success-
ful circuits as a function of σ so that we can determine
at what value the reliability of QCA circuits begins to
drop in the presence of these clocking phase variations.
The chosen interval, σ ∈ (0, 45◦), with a step of 2.25◦ is
used.

3.1 Building Blocks of QCA Circuits

The tested QCA building blocks are divided into wires
shown in Fig. 3 (straight-wire and L-shaped wire),
logical devices shown in Fig. 4 (inverter and ma-
jority gate), and branches shown in Fig. 5 (fanout
with two and three outputs). To date, the crossover
implementation in QCA remains an open discussion
as various proposed architectures including coplanar
crossover [9, 35], robust coplanar crossover [3] and
multi-layer crossover [9] have all been discussed in
recent years. However, none of these schemes provides
a fully feasible fabricatable solution to wire crossings.
Moreover, recent work has considered the use of logical
crossing and gate duplication [6, 7] to avoid physical
crossovers in QCA circuits thus suggesting that it may
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OUTOUT

(b)

Fig. 3 Simulated QCA building blocks: a straight-wire, b L-
shaped wire

IN OUT

(a)

A

B

C

OUT

(b)

Fig. 4 Simulated QCA building blocks: a inverter, b majority
gate

be possible to avoid wire crossings altogether. Given
the uncertainty associated with the implementation of
wire crossings in QCA, coplanar crossing and any other
crossover schemes are not considered in this paper.

3.2 Simulation Setup

Simulations were conducted using both the bistable
(time-independent) and coherence vector (time-depen-
dent) simulation engines available in QCADesigner
[38] to determine if the behaviour is dependent on
the particular choice of model. Both models use the
Hartree–Fock approximation which takes an N-cell
system and decouples it into a set of N single-cell sub-
systems that are assumed to interact classically through
expectation values without any quantum mechanical
coherence between them [37]. The advantage of us-
ing this approximation is that it is only necessary to
solve N 2 × 2 Hamiltonians as opposed to one 2N × 2N

IN

F1

F2

(a)
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F1

F2

F3

(b)

Fig. 5 Simulated QCA building blocks: a Fanout with two out-
puts, b Fanout with three outputs
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Hamiltonian for an N-cell system. This allows large
circuits, which would otherwise be intractable using a
full quantum mechanical model, to be simulated on a
classical computer [36]. The QCADesigner tool was
extended to provide a batch simulation mode in which
each individual simulation was executed with a random
phase shift added to each of the clock signals. Cell sizes
of 2 nm were used throughout with a dielectric constant,
εr, selected to be 1.

3.2.1 Clock Optimization

A set of batch simulations were performed on each of
the six building blocks to determine optimal values for
both the clock high, CH , and clock low, CL, parameters.
These values, shown in Fig. 1b, play an important role
in the circuit in that they determine the strength of
the latched and relaxed state of the cell. The larger
CH , the more relaxed a cell will be and the less likely
it is to perturb any neighboring cells. Conversely, the
smaller the CL value, the more latched a cell will be
and the less likely it is to be perturbed by any of its
neighboring cells. The results of these simulations are
shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9. 500 batch simulations were
performed on each building block for the worst-case
scenario (σ = 45◦), and then the number of successes
were plotted versus the different CH and CL values as
shown in Figs. 6 and 8. The CH and CL values were
are shown in multiples of the kink energy, Ek, which
describes the interaction between cells. For the 2 nm
cells and dielectric constant used in these simulations,
the Ek was found to be 0.293 eV for nearest neighbors.
The average number of successes for each CH and CL

value over the number of devices was calculated (Figs. 7
and 9) and then used to determine the optimal values
for both simulation engines. We select the optimal
value to be the CH and CL value that produces the
highest average number of successes.

From Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9, the simulated QCA building
blocks behave similarly under both the bistable and
coherence vector simulation engines with respect to
the various CH and CL values with the exception that
the bistable simulation engine produces higher success
rates. Figures 6a and 8a show that the optimal CH value
lies at around 1.585Ek (≈0.465 eV) for both simulation
engines since the largest number of successes occur
at this CH value. Values smaller than 1.585Ek J may
not allow a cell to fully unlatch—allowing it to perturb
neighbouring cells in spite of its “relaxed” state. Ideally,
large CH values are desired because as the CH value
approaches infinity, the cells in that clocking zone will

have P = 0. However, once random phase shifts are
introduced into the clock, a clocking zone may enter
a relaxed state before the next one has the opportunity
to fully latch—creating a gap in the flow of information.
In such cases, it is helpful to keep a CH value slightly
lower such that the cells in the relaxed zone retain
some residual polarization (weak on-state) that can be
used to perturb the neighbouring cells. Further work
needs to be done to fully understand the mechanisms
involved.

Figures 6b and 8b show that for a QCA circuit to
function correctly, the CL value must be smaller than
0.25Ek (≈ 0.073 eV). Larger values do not allow the
cells to fully latch and hence the circuit will be unable to
propagate the signal forward. While the results shown
in Fig. 7b suggest that there exists no one optimal CL

value for the bistable engine, Fig. 9b shows that a CL

value of 0.25Ek provides, on average, the largest num-
ber of successes for the coherence vector simulation
engine. Thus we select 0.25Ek as the value for CL in
both simulation engines.

3.2.2 Simulation Parameters

All simulations are performed at a temperature T = 1 K
to minimize the influence of thermal noise. A relaxation
time τ = 1.11 × 10−16 s, a time step tstep = 1.11 × 10−18

s, and simulation time t = 1.11 × 10−12 s, were used
in the coherence vector simulation engine to ensure
that the solver converged, while the “radius of effect”
parameter, which describes how far the simulator will
look for neighboring cells, was kept at 200 nm in order
to encapsulate the entire circuit. All other parameters
were kept at their default values. A summary of the
simulation parameters is shown in Table 1.

4 Simulation Results

The following two sets of simulations were performed:

• Building Block Level: Each of the six building
blocks described in Section 3.1 were simulated in-
dividually using the Bistable and Coherence Vector
simulation engines. Results are shown in Figs. 10
and 11.

• Circuit Level: A full adder circuit, created with
several of the underling building blocks, was also
simulated. The full adder circuit layout is shown in
Fig. 15. Simulation results appear in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 6 Number of successes
of each considered QCA
building block vs. the CH and
CL values using the bistable
simulation engine
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(a) Number of Successes vs Clock High
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(b) Number of Successes vs Clock Low

Fig. 7 Average number of
successes for the considered
QCA building block vs. the
CH and CL values using the
bistable simulation engine.
A CH value of 1.585Ek is
optimal while any value
smaller than 0.25Ek provides
a working value for CL
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Fig. 8 Number of successes
of each considered QCA
building block vs the CH and
CL values using the
coherence vector simulation
engine
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Fig. 9 Average number of
successes for the considered
QCA building block vs. the
CH and CL values using the
coherence vector simulation
engine. A CH value of
1.585Ek is optimal while
0.25Ek provides an optimal
value for CL
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Table 1 Simulation
parameters

Bistable Coherence
engine vector

Temperature N/A 1 K
Relaxation time N/A 1.11×10−16 s
Time step N/A 1.11×10−18 s
Duration N/A 1.11×10−12 s
Clock high 0.465 eV 0.465 eV
Clock low 0.073 eV 0.073 eV
Clock shift 0 J 0 J
Clock amplitude factor 2 2
Radius of effect 200 nm 200 nm
Relative permittivity 1.0 1.0
Layer separation 1.15 nm 1.15 nm
Algorithm N/A Euler
Number of samples 12,800 N/A
Convergence tolerance 0.001 N/A
Max iterations per sample 100 N/A

5 Discussion

5.1 Building Blocks

The results shown in Figs. 10 and 11 show that both
simulation engines produce the same general trends,
confirming that the behavior of the individual building
blocks is not dependent on the choice of model. The
figures also show that there appears to exist a threshold
value of σ before which the probability of success for
all building blocks is 100%. For the bistable engine,
this σ value is 4◦, and for the coherence vector engine,

3.5◦. While this threshold value is common to all con-
sidered building blocks, the decrease in success rate as
a function of σ is different for each individual build-
ing block output. This particular characteristic allows
us to classify the outputs of each building block into
distinct groups based on their ability to tolerate phase
variations in the clocking network. For instance, the
Fanout2 (F2), Fanout3 (F1) and Fanout3 (F2) building
block outputs demonstrate the most dramatic decrease
in success rate which is indicative of a high sensitivity
to phase variation. This is discussed in further detail in
Section 5.1.2.

Fig. 10 Success rates for
building blocks versus
standard deviation of phase
shift for bistable simulation
engine. In-lay figure was
generated by simulating for σ

∈ (0, 5◦) in increments of 0.5◦
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Fig. 11 Success rates for
building blocks versus
standard deviation of phase
shift for coherence vector
simulation engine. In-lay
figure was generated by
simulating for σ ∈ (0, 5◦)
in increments of 0.5◦
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5.1.1 Fault Analysis

Faults due to random phase shifts in the clock can
manifest themselves in one of two ways. They can result
in either an unwanted delay or an inversion at the
primary outputs. The delays occur because the clocking
zone to which the output is connected latches out of
sequence, propagating the information either sooner or
later than expected. These delays can often be masked
at the output if an unwanted inversion were to occur
at the same time and cause us to incorrectly identify
a faulty circuit as functional. Thus, it is critical that
the input pattern be selected appropriately such that

no such false positives occur. Here, the test sequence
{0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1} is selected for all QCA building
blocks featuring a single input, and {000, 100, 110, 010,
011, 001, 101, 111} for the majority gate and full adder.
These test sequences ensure that the values at the
primary outputs do not depend on any of their previous
values.

The unwanted inversions are less intuitive. Consider
the fanout circuit shown in Fig. 12a. In this figure, the
signal has already propagated to the cells in clocking
zone C1. Here, we expect C2 to move into a latching
state and propagate the signal forward. However, if
phase shifts in clocking zones C2 and C3 are significant,

Fig. 12 Inversion error in the
Fanout3 circuit. If clocking
zone C3 latches before C2,
then two of the outputs will
experience unwanted
inversion (F1, F3). The
different clocking zones are
labeled in the top-left hand
corner for reference
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Fig. 13 Inversion error in the
majority gate circuit. If
clocking zone C3 latches
before C2, then the output
may exhibit an inversion
error
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(a) Majority Gate before inversion error
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(c) Majority Gate failing due to inversion error

then it is possible that the cells in C3 will latch before
those in C2. If this occurs, then the cells in C3 will relax
to the opposite polarization as those in C1 due to the
45◦ angle that exists between their cells (which results
in a negative interaction energy) as shown by the NOT
gates in Fig. 12b. Output F2 is not affected by this phase
shift since it is lined up directly with the input and is not
subject to any inversion. As a result, we expect that F2
will be less sensitive to such phase variations. The same
analysis applies to the Fanout2 building block.

If the CH value, which determines how relaxed that
cells are, is selected appropriately (≈0.465 eV), then
there will exist some residual polarization in the cells

in C2 which may be sufficient to perturb the cells in
clocking zone C3 and overcome the inversion partic-
ularly since the interaction between cells in C2 and
C3 is much higher than that between cells in C1 and
C3. However, the LWire building block does not have
any other outputs with which to interact and therefore,
may be able to recover its correct output, provided that
there exists enough residual polarization in the cells in
clocking zone C2.

The majority gate behaves similarly to the Fanout3
building block. Consider the majority gate shown in
Fig. 13a. Here, the signal has propagated to the cells
in clocking zone C0. Assume that the variations in

Fig. 14 Inversion error in the
inverter circuit. If clocking
zone C3 latches before C1
and C2, then the output will
simply take on the value of
the input, effectively
replicating the behavior
of a straight wire
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Fig. 15 Layout of QCA full adder with no crossover

the clock phase have caused C2 to latch before C1.
In this case, inputs A and C will have an inverting
effect on the output, while input B will drive the output
without inversion. Figure 13b, c outlines the two pos-
sible scenarios that need to be considered under these
circumstances. The first results when inputs A and C are
logically opposite. If this is the case, then the output will
be equal to input B and the inverting error that occurs
due to inputs A and C cancels out as shown in Fig. 13b.
The second scenario occurs when both inputs A and
C are logically equivalent. Under these circumstances,
the combined inverting interaction with the output of
these two inputs cannot be overcome and the output
will polarize to the incorrect result as shown in Fig. 13c.

Another example of unwanted inversion can occur
in the case of the inverter. Consider Fig. 14a. Here, the
cells in clocking zone C0 are holding the signal to be

propagated through the inverter. If the phase shifts are
such that C3 latches before C1 and C2, then the signal
will propagate directly from the cells in C0 directly to
the output without undergoing any inversion as shown
in Fig. 14b. Under this scenario, the inverter acts like a
wire.

5.1.2 Grouping of QCA Building Blocks

The results shown in Figs. 10 and 11 demonstrate that
the success rates of the different building block outputs
are clustered into three distinct groups. The first group
of outputs are those that have a straight path from input
to output. The Wire, Fanout2(F1) and Fanout3(F2)
all fall into this group of outputs. This group sees the
highest success rate of any other group because the
variations in clock phase can only cause delay at these
outputs as mentioned in Section 5.1.1, and are not
affected by any unwanted inversion.

The second group of outputs are those belonging to
either Fanout2 or Fanout3 that do not have a straight
path from the input to its output, i.e, there exists a
90◦ bend between the input and output. It is clear
from Figs. 10 and 11 that the outputs that belong to
this group—Fanout2 (F2), Fanout3 (F1) and Fanout3
(F2)—produce the worst success rate of any group due
to the potential of unwanted inversion at the outputs as
discussed in the previous section.

The third group consists of the LWire, MG, and
Inverter building blocks. For reasons described in

Fig. 16 Outputs of QCA full
adder: simulation results for
both simulation engines.
In-lay figure was generated
by simulating for σ ∈ (0, 5◦)
in increments of 0.5◦
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Section 5.1.1, these building blocks have success rates
that lie in between that of the other two groups.

5.2 Full Adder

The simulation results for the full adder (Fig. 15) are
shown in Fig. 16. The carry output, Cout, whose inputs
travel through a fanout, majority gate and straight
wires, expectedly performs at a higher success rate than
the Sum output whose inputs travel through multiple
inverters and majority gates in addition to a fanout
block and both straight and L-shaped wires. As σ in-
creases, the success rates of both outputs of the full
adder begin to resemble that of the Fanout3 (F1)/(F3)
building block outputs, suggesting that the overall func-
tionality of the full adder is eventually limited by the
performance of the most sensitive QCA building block.

6 Conclusion

This paper has presented a case study of numerical
simulations to evaluate the reliability of QCA circuit
building blocks against the effect of random phase
shifts on the underlying clocking network. Simulations
were performed using a set of universal QCA building
blocks, and were repeated using both the bistable and
coherence vector simulation engines in QCADesigner.
A preliminary assessment of the optimal values of
clock strength has been performed to have the most
meaningful results from the phase dependent simula-
tions. The results from both simulation engines have
remained fairly consistent, confirming that the behavior
of the circuits is not dependent on the choice of model.
A threshold value of σ before which the probability
of success for all considered building blocks remains
at 100% was found to be 4◦ for the bistable engine
and 3.5◦ for the coherence vector engine. It was also
found that the success rate of a given output within a
building block is highly layout-dependent. Outputs with
a straight path to the associated input displayed more
robustness to the phase variations than those featur-
ing 90◦ turns. Therefore, QCA building blocks can be
grouped into distinct classes depending on the number
of 90◦ turns and outputs that they contain, making it
easier to assess overall circuit sensitivity. In addition
to providing critical information for developing fabri-
cation specifications for QCA clocking networks, these
results will also help designers to design new QCA
circuits while taking the sensitivity information into
consideration. Finally, the QCA full adder circuit was
also evaluated. The simulation results show that circuit
level analysis is consistent with the analysis based on

building blocks. As the standard deviation of the phase
shift increases, the reliability of the outputs of the full
adder begin to resemble the reliability of the outputs
of fanout building block suggesting that the overall
functionality of a circuit is eventually limited by its most
sensitive building block.
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